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  Saturday, May 8                               Volume 2 - Trail #886 
 
 

HASH #886 
THE ROCKY HORROR HASH 

 
HARES:  ROCKY WHORE, GRANNY 
BOULDERS, FLYING BURITO, 
CORKSCREW, WANKERS AWEIGH, 
and HOT LEGS 
 
 

TRAIL REPORT 
WOW, just getting to the start was fun!  
Over hill, over dale, imbedded in the deep 
heart of Bailey's Crossroads was Bailey's 
Elementary.   LULU and I arrived to find a difficult parking 
situation, seems all those wee little kiddies don't drive and thus 
Elementary schools have VERT small parking lots!  As we 
arrived DANGEROUSLY CLOSE was leaving and just a few 
seconds later the hash took off toward the back of the school...   
 
Turned out to be a perfect day for hashing, mostly sunny and 
cool.  I missed Father Abraham.  Evidently things actually 
started on time, what’s with that? (must be the new ‘order’). In 
honor of Rocky Horror, squirt guns were issued to the on-
timers.  BURITO led the walkers after helping set the running 
trail, what a dude.  We wound through woods and crossed a few 
streams.  A few tried to be gymnasts and not get wet, but it 
wasn’t going to happen.  Everything was perfectly coordinated 
though, as the runners came in at the same time as the walkers.   
 
At the on-on GRANNY BOULDERS and ROCKY WHORE 
dressed as nurses (Jane from the movie? I haven’t seen it, but 
that’s what I gathered) served up the most amazing quantity of 
meat loaf I have ever seen.  There was also pasta salad, green 
salad, chips, cheese balls (I was told you MUST have orange 
food) and of course BEER.    
 
The circle took a little while to ‘gel’.  BURITO received lots of 
guidance from DUAL AIRBAGS and HARD DRIVE to keep 
things running smoothly.   
 
 

CIRCLE REPORT 
~ ~ 80 Hashers signed in this week! ~ ~ 

 

VIRGINS: 
We acknowledged these folks just because we feel 
sorry that they've been virgins for so long...   
 
     Name     Who Made Them Come (Cum) 
     Just Maryanne      EAT ME 
     Just Ed       CYCLOPS 
     Just Ayn       CYCLOPS 
     Just Jack      STEAMER 
     Just Joe      YOU'VE GOT TAIL 
 
FIRST TIME VISITORS:  
ANAL FISSION from EWH3, EAT ME from 

SWH3, and JUST MARYANN (SWH3) 
 
WE HONORED BAZILLIONS OF RETURNERS: 
("Backsliders" if you are from southern VA hashes) BOOB, 
BOOB TEASER, STEAMER, B'CUZ HE CAN, DO ME NEXT 
WEEK, PULLS OUT EARLY, LATIN ALALIST, DUCK JOB, 
GUTTERBALLS, NICK, GOLDEN GEEK, I AIN'T BLACK 
I'M COCOA BORWN, PENIS PEN PAL, SUCKS COCK FOR 
CRACK, CYCLOPS, & NO BALLS AT ALL 
 
GET A LIFE CLUB: 
(Congratulate these folks for having Anniversaries!) 
SUCKS ON TRAIL – 5 hashes (got a white headband) 
GREEN PIECE OF ASS - 5 hashes (she left b4 headband!) 
FLYING BURITO – 10 Hare Pin 
BAD DITCH – 95 hashes 
14KT COCK – 155 hashes 
MELLOW FORESKIN CHEESE - 215 hashes 
BIR BIRD TURD – 335 hashes 
CONTINTENTAL DIRP – 369 hashes 
FULL METAL BALLS – 395 hashes 
WANKERS AWEIGH – 445 hashes 
 
NAMING: 
(The MOST sacred part of the Circle!) 
We named JSUT ALAN.  The runner-up names were:  Hooter 
Husker and  SSSOOOOOOOOOEEEEEEEEEEEEE (hollered 
really loudly, like a pig call).  But henceforth and forever more 
in the Mt. Vernon Hash, and throughout the world of hashing, 
Just Alan shall be known as SCHWEINCHEN DICK (German 
for Porky Pig) (Most were pronouncing it as Shwanken Dick). 



  

VIOLATIONS: 
(Oh No...  Say it isn't so!) 
1)  CYCLOPS had a phone call on trail - YIKES!  
"Communications outside the hash? You should know better!" 
2)  BYTE LIGHTNING was so far ahead the hares that he had 
to set extra checks and THEN he did a drive-by shootings of the 
walkers he passed  (he wasn’t even at the circle to defend 
himself) 
3)  JUST ALAN (before he became SCHWEINCHEN DICK) 
for his dog going number 2 on trail and for being a toilet paper 
May pole! 
4)  The Guy with the ‘God’ shirt for following an invisible trail 
(before that section was marked) and for showing his belly with 
the midriff shirt.  "Was this you BOOB TEASER?!" 
5)  FLYING BURITO for this Mea Culpa Hash, (seems last 
year didn’t go quite as well) 
6)  BIG BIRD TURD got wet...  he took a fall into the Water 
that most others were able to pass. 
7)  Everyone who had never seen the movie Rocky Horror 
Picture Show had to drink for just plain being lame...  "What is 
wrong with you folks??  This was the best cult movie ever!" 
8)  And for those of you who've seen the movie more than 10 
times:  Have a drink and find a decent past-time! 
9)   JSUT REX for lost his dog on trail and he made it run in the 
street...  "BOO HISS - Hey man, don't you know that MVH3 is 
the dog-friendly hash...  we are not the dog-killer hash!" 
10)  YOU'VE GOT TAIL followed POOP DECK on his 
shortcut.  "Are you just plain dumb?!  No one and I mean NO 
ON follows POOP or 14Kt !)  We made TAIL drink for 
cumming last or was it for being stupid enough to follow Poop? 
11)  LUU the May Queen didn't bring his wand.  So of course 
we made him drink.  "HELLO!?!?  Is there anybody in there?" 
 
OTHER NOTES: 
Some of the men really enjoyed the bathroom (maybe a little too 
much) because of a strategically placed mirror, now called the 
‘Penis Mirror’.  Seems BURITO and most females never notice, 
as they sit when they pee.  ROCKY WHORE and GRANNY 
BOULDERS won the Rocky Horror Costume Prize (I think 
boobs had something to do with the judges decision).  ROCKY 
chased DUAL AIRBAGS around shouting, "Look I can make 
them bounce like yours!"  They both had to drink beer from 
some quite disgusting looking rubber chickens.  The Time Warp 
was performed in place of Swing Lowm although some people, 
like CRAFTY, tried really hard to get Swing Low started.  
CONTINENTAL DRIP had the quote of the day, when DUAL 
AIRBAGS was choking he proclaimed, “I’d do the Heimlich, 
but it’s too hard to get below your tits”.  And the final 
excitement was provided by ROCKY WHORE'S truck.  The 
brake lining apparently was broken, and a few macho men 
wanted to drive it anyway.  It was quite a sight to see, trying to 
turn the truck around in a narrow alley with ditches on both 
sides. At one point it got stuck and all the guys tried to push it 
out. Turns out that is a difficult task when the emergency brake 
is engaged.  Anyway the truck finally left, and we anxiously 
await word of the final outcome. 
 
Whoever bought WHITE Oreos, that’s just not right 
   On-Out!    

 ~LET'S MAKE A DEAL 
 

CO-SCRIBE REPORT 
I really have nothing to say because I showed up at start and 
then left to go work on my new house!  It should be noted that 
BIG SWEATY PUSSY is still attending to MVH3 as On-Sec.  
Soooo....  what does this mean to the average hasher?  Well, if 
you are late to sign-in you get the ultimate penalty - you get to 
take the walk of shame toward BSP's shouts of "LATE SIGN-
IN!"  (and...  depending on how late you are, your hash bags 
gets left out of the hash vehicle.  With summer being upon us do 
you really want no change of clothes and/or shoes at the end?  
BE ON TIME!) 
 

...if I strained my brain, I could make up something more!!!" 
        -  On  On 

   ~ DANGEROUSLYCLOSE 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
DIRECTIONS TO THE NEXT HASH: 
Hash# 888  10:00 AM – May 22nd, 2004 $5.00 US 
Hare(s):  HARD DRIVE, BITE ME ELMO, POOP DECK 
Start: Ashburn, VA  
 
Directions  From I495: 
Take the Toll Road WEST ($.50 to get on the Toll Road). Exit at Sully  
Rd/Route 28 (you will need $.35 for this exit) head NORTH (away 
from the airport). At about the 5th light, you will make a LEFT on to 
Waxpool Rd (there is a sign to inform you Waxpool is coming up). At 
the 4th Light (which is the light AFTER the Loudon County parkway) 
you will make a left, this keeps you on Waxpool Rd. Drive 5/10ths of a 
mile (you will see the low, brown brick building on your RIGHT) and 
make a RIGHT on to Red Rum Lane. Turn right at 5/10ths of a mile 
and look for hashers. Stop. Park. Hash. 
 
Directions From Route 7: 
Take Route 7 heading WEST towards Leesburg. Pass through most of  
civilization; past Cascades Parkway (you may just want to hang out in  
the right lane at this point); past the turn for Dulles Town Center 
(on LEFT) remain in far righthand lane as this becomes an exit only for  
Route 28/Sully Rd (south, towards Dulles Airport). Travel South 
on Route 28 to Waxpool Rd. (probably the 5th light- it's the turn after  
Pacific Blvd) Turn RIGHT on to Waxpool and follow the above 
directions. Stop. Park. Hash. 
 
Dog Friendly Factor:   Yes - HEAT CAUTION!! 
Stroller Friendly Factor:  Not on trail - talk w/ hares! 
Miscellaneous: A to A
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BURNT SOX explained that he was not at the hash due to 
house hunting...  Seems 7 MINUTES just needs more space 
so she can take SOX into a room and leave him there and 
hopefully he'll get lost trying to find her in the other part of 
the house. 
 

It was overheard that those long lost hashers BLACK BOX 
and GOT BOX may be coming back real soon...  seems 
their real estate holdings have caused a nice windfall and 
they'll now have the $5.00 to hash AND the $50 gas money 
to drive to the hash from WAAAAYYY down there in 
Dumfries. 
 

ONLY 2? described trail as "really pleasant". 
 

HOLLOW POINT missed the point of the question. 
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